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LHC Dark Matter Searches 
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Nature of dark matter is a fundamental question in particle physics 

Aim to create dark matter (or DM mediator) in LHC collisions 
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Benchmark Model
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Charged scalar mediator (slepton) 
Partners of leptons: selectron, smuon 

stau not considered in this work 

  Fermion dark 
matter  

(neutralino) 

m(ẽL) = m(ẽR) = m(μ̃L) = m(μ̃R)Assume mass degeneracy
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Motivation
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Blind spot - 
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Motivation 
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Mediator
We focus on moderate mass splittings:                             GeV 15 ≲ Δm(l̃, χ̃0) ≲ 60

Blind in dark matter & g-2 favoured regions
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Substantial production cross-section: 730 fb (100 GeV slepton) 
-> 100,000 events with 140 ifb dataset 

But … 

Why is it so challenging to probe? 
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Key differences: mediator spin, decay channels, 
                     DM mass, mediator mass                        

Signal  Background
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Key differences:  

Mediator spin: new charged mediator is a scalar & W boson is a vector 
-> Use spin sensitive variable (scalar decays more central) 

Decay channels: pair of sleptons ->             ; WW ->  
-> Require same flavour leptons 

DM mass: Dark matter mass may not be equal to neutrino mass 
Mediator mass: Charged mediator mass may not be equal to W mass 

Fundamental Hadron Collider problem  
                        

Why is it so challenging to probe? 
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ee, μμ ee, μμ, eμ
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Why is it so challenging to probe? 
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Fundamental Hadron Collider problem  

- Don’t have access to initial state kinematics -> Can only use MET! 
- Combine it with lepton kinematics & approx mediator mass using mT2                     

relies on DM mass assumption 

- In blind spot                       GeV mT2 similar shape for sleptons & WW!  
- No signal or background end point to exploit!  
- Discrimination very challenging 

-> Need more information!     

15 ≲ Δm ≲ 60
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Photon collision search strategy
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1811.06465 

See also: Ohnemus et. al. hep-ph/9402302, de Favereau de Jeneret et. al. 
0908.2020, Harland-Lang et. al. 1110.4320, Khoze et. al. 1702.05023 Harland-
Lang et. al. 1812.04886

 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1811.06465.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/hep-ph/9402302.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/0908.2020.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1110.4320.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1702.05023.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1812.04886.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1811.06465.pdf
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Higher S/B for photon collisions (100 GeV slepton vs WW bkg)

Overcoming Challenges: Photon Collider 
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Overcoming Challenges: Forward Detectors
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ATLAS Forward Proton (AFP) data taking from 2017 
CMS-TOTEM Precision Proton Spectrometer (CT-PPS) data taking from 2016 
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Overcoming Challenges: Forward Detectors
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LB JL — Draft November 3, 2018 — 13
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FIG. 8. Exclusive pair-production of sleptons ˜̀ via photon–photon fusion. Each slepton decays
directly to a lepton and neutralino �̃0
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Known proton beam E
Measure outgoing proton E  

with forward detector

Measure lepton 4-vector 
with central detector
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Living the dream: Probe initial state & full missing momentum 4-vector  
Impossible in usual LHC searches!

Overcoming Challenges: Forward Detectors
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Missing momentum  
4-vector 

Calculated from photon  
& lepton 4-vectors

Initial state photon  
4-vectors  

Calculated from  
proton E loss  

LB JL — Draft November 3, 2018 — 13
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FIG. 8. Exclusive pair-production of sleptons ˜̀ via photon–photon fusion. Each slepton decays
directly to a lepton and neutralino �̃0
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Living the dream: Mediator mass
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min(       ) = 2 x 

Note: acceptance & efficiencies not applied, only resolution smearing

mγγ mmediator
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Living the dream: DM mass
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min(mγγ) = 2 x m(mediator)Proton & lepton acceptance & efficiencies not applied
Smearing applied

Note: acceptance & efficiencies not applied, only resolution smearing

min(          ) = 2 xWmiss mDM
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Mass measurement
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Harland-Lang et. al.  
1110.4320 new variables  
                and  

Uses photon & missing 
momentum 4-vectors & 
assume decay topology  
for additional kinematic 
constraints 

-> Sharpens tails improving 
S vs B discrimination 

Potential to classify DM & mediator mass  
in case of discovery! 

mmax
mediator

mmax
DM

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1110.4320.pdf
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Leptons 
- 2 same flavour (             ) 
- pT > 15 GeV (trigger emulation) 
- |   | < 2.5 (tracking acceptance) 
- Smear 4-momentum by 5% (resolution) 
- pT dependent reco efficiency parametrised from ATLAS 

Protons/photons 
Acceptance:  100%                          GeV (                        ,                      ) 

Smear photon 4-momentum by 5% (resolution) 

90% proton survival probability

Analysis - Putting it all together
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0.015 ≲ ξ ≲ 0.15 ξ = 1 −
Eforward

Ebeam

ee, μμ

η

100 ≤ Eγ ≤ 1000
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Signal Regions 

Designed signal regions targeting different mediator and DM   
mass splittings: small (compressed), medium (corridor) & large using                               
               and 

In each SR exploit spin difference between S and B (S more central): 
  

                                 evaluated in di-lepton centre-of-mass frame  

Analysis - Putting it all together
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mmax
mediator

mmax
DM

cos(θ̄ll) < 0.65 θ̄ll
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Exploring the unknown
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Potential to probe well motivated ATLAS blind spot  
& perform landmark measurements of new LHC observables!
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Quantified potential reach considering irreducible WW bkg  

Reducible backgrounds e.g. Non-exclusive + pile-up protons 

Potential to reduce via timing, Ntrack exclusivity cuts etc. 

-> See Lucian’s talk 

-> Harland-Lang et al JHEP 1904 (2019) 010 complementary to our work: 
     - Details potential mitigation strategies for reducible bkgs  
     - Targets very compressed region

Challenges
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Δm(l̃, χ̃0) ≲ 20

https://indico.cern.ch/event/783891/contributions/3435533/
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/JHEP04(2019)010
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Using LHC as a photon collider provides clean QED events  
& enhances S/B for sleptons vs WW 

Forward proton detectors allow us to measure initial state & full missing 
momentum 4-vector -> Truly new information to exploit! 

Demonstrated power of exploiting these features for slepton + DM case 
-> Potential to probe promising unexplored phase space  

ATLAS & CMS forward detectors recently recorded data  
-> The forward frontier has arrived 

Summary
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BACKUP
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Cutflow
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Signal Regions (SRs) 

Design 3 SRs targeting different mediator and DM mass splittings:                           
small (compressed), medium (corridor) & large 

- small:       > 80 GeV         > 0 GeV         < 1.4 
- medium:   > 120 GeV      > 80 GeV  
- large:        > 130 GeV      > 20 GeV  

In each SR exploit spin difference between S and B (S more central): 
  

                                 evaluated in di-lepton centre-of-mass frame  

Analysis - Putting it all together
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mmax
mediator mmax

DM mγγ /Wmiss

cos(θ̄ll) < 0.65 θ̄ll
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Slepton handedness
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Relax mass degeneracy & split into left and right handed sleptons 
-> Weaker limits for right handed (lower cross-section)

QED production:  
Equal cross-sections for left and right handed!  
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Relic abundance and g-2
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g-2 

Coannihilation

Self-annihilation


